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The version 4.01 of Tangram brings a number of new features. One of the most important is the
integration of Renishaw PH20 head.
It is available only when I++ connection is selected and the I++ Server is Renishaw UCCServer.
UCCServer performs calibration of head and probes, while in Tangram users can see in the Tool panel the
usual list of probes:
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Measure with PH20
When PH20 is in configuration, movements and measures can be done with 2-3-5 axis according with the
nature of this head. No scanning is possible with PH20.
As a consequence of the possibility to manage more than 3 axis the panel of points in all measure elements
of Tangram has been re-designed.

1. The top-right label indicates the tool associated to the first point of the visible portion of the list.
When users scrolls the list it always indicates the tool of the first visible point. Then it is applied to
the following points until a change tool is found. When there is a tool change, a line “Changing
tool” with the new tool name is automatically inserted in the list, to indicate that the following
points will refer to it. (red boxes).
2. One more type of movement has been introduced: HMea . It indicates a measure point to be
executed moving the Head A and B axes only (green box).
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3. Two more columns have been added showing the head A and B axes values. There is also a checkbox to enable/disable head axes.
Then the combination of Type (Pos, Mea, PMea, Hmea) and A-B check-box allows the management of
all possible PH20 modality with the Tangram custom. See following scheme:
Type
Pos
Mea
PMea

HMea

A and B NOT Checked
Standard movement with Machine axes:
X,Y,Z
Measurement with X,Y,Z
Approach movement and Measure are
both executed with X,Y,Z
Machine does not move. The measure is
taken with the head (A,B).The arm must be
already in such a position that the touch
point is reachable with head move only.

A and B Checked
Movement is performed with all 5 axes:
X,Y,Z,A,B
Measurement with X,Y,Z (A,B ignored)
Approach moment is performed with 5
axes (machine and head); measure
movement with the machine axes only
(X,Y,Z)
Approach moment performed with 5 axes
(machine and head); measure movement
with the head axes only A,B)

A new pop-up menu has been added when users click on the points header. It includes options to
change parameters to all path. In particular you can find the possibility to change the points type.
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Import Feature Advanced in case of PH20
The function “From2DTo3DCyl” in the panel dedicated to Import Feature Advanced allows
transformation during the import of 2D points into 3D distribution around a Cylinder shape. In this case
PH20 can follow the points direction automatically à Hmea records are generated by default with A-B
check enabled. Then they can be converted in Pmea if the combination of tool and part makes critical the
head measurement.
Set the new “Use Indexable Continuos Head” option to obtain this behavior.

See below the effect when selecting “Show tool” in the CAD toolbar in three positions of the curve path
both in Tangram and in UCCServer display:
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